A one day winter itinerary

Did you know that winter in the Shuswap
isn’t cold? It’s actually really chill.
It’s dense forests capped in powder and a fireside warm-ups. It’s relaxing
with a steaming mug of something warm and tasty from the Blue Canoe
Bakery or Pink Cherry in Salmon Arm. Or it could be breaking trail and
making tracks in a winter wonderland, on skis or on a snowmobile! There’s
no full-season commitment required to winter here. Simply take a day, slip
on your winter boots, and jump deep into winter, the Shuswap way.
A winter morning in the Shuswap begins by grabbing a fresh bagged
lunch, embracing the snow and embarking to John’s Ski Shack to pick up
a pair of XC skis or snowshoes. Hit the trails at a relaxed pace and head to
Pentl’s Shelter at the South Hub. Feel extra energetic? Got your fast wax
on? Then continue all the way to Cec’s Cabin, or explore any of the other
150 km of trails in the Larch Hills area.
Does winter rev you up? Then consider snowmobiling at some of our
incredible riding areas, including Blue Lake, Eagle Pass, Owlhead,

Queest and Hunter’s Range
near Sicamous. Or check out
the groomed trails near
Salmon Arm, from Fly Hills
to Skimikin where theres
great free-riding through open
meadows and clear cuts, as well
as room to rest in one of several
warming huts!
For non-snow-savvy winterseekers, strolling through the
quaint boutiques of downtown
Salmon Arm makes for a warmer
style of wintering (and the perfect
chance to grab a used book to curl
up with next to the fire later on).
Round out an afternoon with a
post-adventure warm-up back at
the chalet. A cozy wood stove,
some hot chocolate and a warm

slice of pie from
Salmon Arm’s
famous Shuswap
Pie Co. are the
perfect compliments to a
Shuswap winter day.

For more information visit
ShuswapTourism.ca
or call 250.833.5906

TIP:
Bring along a warm pair
of boots, some gloves
and a toasty toque that
will keep you extra
warm, and maybe even
look a little cool as you
chill out in the Shuswap.

